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-to send or receive SMS messages using
W375 Manager via TCP/IP -to list your
contacts and send or receive SMS
messages -to change/delete numbers
from your address book Requirements:
-that the W375 Manager is installed on
your computer -that you have TAPI
installed on your computer (look here
-that you have connected the phone to
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your computer via COM1 -that the
phone is running on the cradle -that the
phone is powered on -that you know the
numeric code of the phone P.S.: if
you're not sure that the W375 Manager
is installed on your computer, just try to
use it, If it's working, then you got the
Manager installed correctly! ...well
written multi platform GPL-licensed
software to maintain addressbook on
Nokia 3210 (or similar) using GPRS
network. Main purpose is to provide all
the capabilities of the Phonebook
manager of...any phone
with...BT/GPRS as standard network
using it as a SIM card - allowing you to
sync with any computer you want....an
interface with the phone using AT
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commands (i.e. using terminal
emulator) and/or GPRS modem
(depending on your GPRS device).
Requirements: -any type of phone -You
need BT/GPRS as standard network
(that is, you need a SIM card) -You
need an GPRS modem to access the
Internet -You need BT/GPRS support
installed (it can be built-in...bought as
stand-alone modem, or as GPRS
modem integrated in your computer).
You can download the latest version
of...from this page: Have a good time
working with this nifty addressbook
management software! ...program that
allows to connect a personal computer
to Nokia 3210 (or similar) using
Bluetooth, GPRS or CDMA network.
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Main purpose of this software is to
maintain addressbook on your mobile
phone. Using...addresses or phone
numbers, synchronize data to your
computer using GPRS modem. (if you
do not have any modem)...Nokia as MSDOS application! Requirements: -any
type of phone -You need BT/GPRS as
standard network (that is, you need a
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-- Enter the name of the contact:
[CONTROL]A--[SHIFT]2 to register
as a backup if you need it:
[SHIFT]7--[ENTER] to close -- Enter
the "normal" name of the contact:
[SHIFT]3--[ENTER] -- Enter the
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mobile phone number:
[SHIFT]5--[ENTER] -- Enter the
address: [SHIFT]6--[ENTER] -- Enter
the group of the address:
[SHIFT]8--[ENTER] -- Select the text
format: [CONTROL]5--[SHIFT]1 to
send as text message -- Enter the text
message: [CONTROL]6--[SHIFT]2 to
send as iMessage -- Enter the phone
number of the recipient:
[SHIFT]9--[ENTER] -- Enter the SMS
message: [CONTROL]8--[SHIFT]1 to
send as SMS [SHIFT]9--[ENTER] -Select the recipient:
[CONTROL]2--[SHIFT]1 to send to
main phone number
[SHIFT]3--[ENTER] -- Select the
group of the recipient:
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[CONTROL]4--[SHIFT]1 to send to
work phone number
[SHIFT]5--[ENTER] -- Select the
message priority: [CONTROL]0 to only
send [SHIFT]9 to receive [ENTER] to
send an SMS or iMessage
[CONTROL]9 to select the message
type [SHIFT]1 to send an SMS or
iMessage [ENTER] to send an SMS or
iMessage [SHIFT]2 to register as a
backup if you need it: [ENTER] to send
an SMS or iMessage -- Enter the
number of the sender:
[SHIFT]8--[ENTER] -- Enter the group
of the sender: [SHIFT]6--[ENTER] -Enter the text format: [CONTROL]3 to
send as text message -- Enter the text
message: [CONTROL]4 to send as
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iMessage -- Enter the phone number of
the sender: [SHIFT]7--[ENTER] -Enter the SMS message: 81e310abbf
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The software is a custom application
that handles a database used to store the
phone's addresses. The database is prefilled with existing phone addresses and
contacts. Additionally, the addressbook
includes a text message (SMS) module
allowing the user to send SMS messages
using a computer's keyboard, just as he
would to another phone. The user is in
full control of how and what will be
stored in the phone's addressbook, and
can customize it to his needs. For
example, the program can be used as a
telephony software, or you can send and
receive SMS messages using a
computer instead of a telephone. If you
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want a lot of features, you can choose
the "Basic" version, or you can opt to
pay for an enhanced version. The Basic
version is free, while the Enhanced is
$19.95. System requirements: Windows 95/NT/2000/XP - USB port
(the phone must be connected to a USB
port when you run the program) MotoW375 HAV ISDN USB (T30)
capable phone To install it: 1. Connect
the USB cable from your phone to the
computer 2. Run the downloaded file,
and follow the instructions on the
screen. 3. You'll see a menu with five
options, choose the "Update" option. 4.
A progress bar will indicate how the
software update is running. 5. The
software update is now complete. 6.
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Disconnect the USB cable, open
Motorola Manager, and then go to the
"Service Status" menu, and then to the
"Service Status" menu. After updating
the software, you'll have to re-start the
phone in order to get the updates
working. Trial and registered versions
are available. For more details, or to
order, visit: ...SoftSMS Studio is an
SMS messaging application for
Windows Mobile 2003. The application
is based on the free and open source
SoftSMS software....SMS Studio was
ported to Windows Mobile 2006
by...it's a small application (7MB of
disk... ...SMS Studio is an SMS
messaging application for Windows
Mobile 2003. The application is based
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on the free and open source SoftSMS
software....SMS Studio was ported to
Windows Mobile 2006 by...it's a small
application (7MB of disk... ...It is a
What's New In Motorola W375 Manager?

MOTOROLA W375MANAGER is a
cross-platform software application
developed by Codecor for the Motorola
W375 phone. The program offers the
following main features: - Send SMS
messages using your own text on
receiving numbers. - E-mail and instant
messaging using your own contacts. Batch sending of SMS messages with
customizable text. - Many system-wide
actions such as adding new contact,
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editing existing ones, filtering existing
contacts, etc. - Allows you to perform
mass SMS messages and send
multimedia files directly to the
recipient. The program is designed to
be used with the following device
features: - Motorola W375 phone
(including the Black Edition). - USB
cable. MOTOROLA
W375MANAGER Technical
information: Supported operating
systems: Windows 7, Vista, XP.
Supported languages: English, Spanish,
Portuguese, Czech, Hungarian, Turkish.
Languages: Arabic, Chinese, Danish,
Dutch, Finnish, French, German,
Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Russian,
Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish.
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Multimedia type: wma, wav, m4a, mp3,
midi, ogg, mp4, mpeg, avi, mov, txt.
The description of Motorola W375
Manager * Send SMS messages using
your own text on receiving numbers. *
E-mail and instant messaging using
your own contacts. * Batch sending of
SMS messages with customizable text.
* Many system-wide actions such as
adding new contact, editing existing
ones, filtering existing contacts, etc. *
Allows you to perform mass SMS
messages and send multimedia files
directly to the recipient. * Set the
inbound call history. * Set the caller ID.
* Set the caller display name. * Enable
the vibration in case of SMS. * Enable
the buzzer in case of incoming call. *
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Set the ringtone. * Save and set the
phonebook of the recipient. * List
contacts from the memory card. * Set
the character set of the outgoing SMS
message. * Mute the phone in case of
incoming call. * Mute the phone in case
of the reply in case of outgoing call. *
Find the phonebook by name. * Send
SMS and MMS messages to several
numbers at once. * Get the list of
contacts with similar names. * View the
phonebook using picture mode. * Play
the voicemail message with
voice/music. * Receive and view the
SMS message of the last hour. * Set the
automatic answering. * Set the
conversation with the recipient. *
Enable or disable the internal clock. *
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Switch on the screen saver. *
Enable/disable the key lock. * Enable
or disable the phonebook. *
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System Requirements:

For Full HD support, your computer
must have a minimum of: 1.0 GHz
processor 2 GB RAM 512 MB DirectX
Video Card Microsoft.NET Framework
4.0 Windows 7, Vista, or XP with
Service Pack 2 For 720p High
Definition support, your computer must
have a minimum of: For 1080
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